Letter to Edgar At Hall’s Instrumentation
May 5, 2015
We here at Wes-Trans have enjoyed using the Instrument Tester on the trailers that we have had
in our shop. It is durable, reliable, and easy to use. The capability of being able to have one person
operate the instrument is a great benefit. The quality of the product is outstanding from the
price, if we were ever in need for another, we would definitely purchase another. We would
100% recommend this product to anyone who would need one.
Thank you,
Cory McCaughan,
Service Manager, Wes-Trans
Service Department
515 Oak Point Highway
Winnipeg, Manitoba Canada

Testimonial Sent April 23, 2013 by John Henry Brady Trucking

Hi Ed,
We have ha 2 testers dating back to the mid to late 90’s. The first one worked flawlessly until it
succumbed to a fire that saw us lose our entire shop (nothing to do with the tester). The nest was one of
the first things we purchased for replacement after the fire. It has been working flawlessly as well and us
used on a daily basis. As you might suspect with a machine as simple and easy to use, the use of product
support is rarely needed, and we have never had to use it. The quality for price is spot on for this machine
and if ever the need arises that we need another machine we would definitely purchase another one, now
being wireless would be even handier. We would 100% recommend this tester to anyone who needs one,
the only thing we have done since we bought it was change the battery and charge it once in a while. I
wish everything we purchase was this trouble free. Thanks again for making such a wonderful project. All
the best, John.
John Henry
Brady Trucking
Halbrite SK, CA

An email sent to me by Darren Mackie April 27, 2013
It is an absolute pleasure to work with the Halls Instrumentation truck and Transport Classic 2 diagnostic
tool. Mackie Equipment has reviewed other testers on the market and determined that the Halls
Instrumentation tester is the most robust, durable, and reliable. In the truck and trailer workshop
environment this is a huge benefit.
Simplicity of operation is the key feature, plug in and go. We also found the remote-control brake
actuation feature aids in one man diagnosis, This is a great system with excellent support!
Respectfully
Darren Mackie
306 352 3070 office
306 536 9776 mobile
855 352 3079 tollfree
306 771 2758 fax
darren@mackieltd.com email

Letter Sent from Gary Cheney Spearing Service LP
April 27, 2015
Hi Edgar,
Presently we own four of Halls Truck and Trailer Diagnostic testers. Each unit has performed excellent.
The 1st one we purchased was in early 2000 and is still operating. Simple and easy to operate, and if any
part breaks it is probably something you use on your trucks. If require another I know where I will go or
advise others the same.
Gary Cheney
Director of Maintenance
Spearing Service L.P.

I got my start in electrical when I was twelve years old. My dad was away working, and I was
feeding the livestock. One very cold day, our little Ford 9N tractor would not start so I had a tiger
torch under the oil pan. The plastic gas line melted and caught the tractor on fire. I put the fire
out with snow but not before it melted the wires. Wire for wire I changed all the burned wiring
and was proud of myself when it started. Another time while I was working on a ranch the wiring
on the John Deere air seeder caught fire and shut down seeding operations. We would have to
wait a week for a new harness to come so I convinced the boss too let me replace all the burnt
wires. We were back running in a few hours and never had to replace the harness. I had one of
the greatest teachers when I worked in the trade for Bob Nixon at JR Auto Electric in Estevan. I
was working for Bob at JR Auto back in 1992 in Estevan working on truck and trailer wiring,
installing brake controls, new installations, and repairing electrical problems. When it came to
diagnosing electrical faults on the truck or tailer wiring, we would use an old trailer plug or
receptacle with the wires attached, hook it up to a battery and test the trailer electrical circuits
one by one. There were no fuses or circuit breakers in line and sometimes there would be a few
sparks and smoke. The old saying was “hook it up directly to the battery and watch for the
smoke,” but that does not work with all the computers we have today. There was no diagnostic
equipment at this time, and I knew there had to be a better way. And so, with switches and circuit
and protection, that was where the idea was born. The first prototype, a portable, a little crude,
with all the components crammed into a 6”x6”x 6” metal box with a single 7 prong round semi
plug. The first test box worked very well so I built one in a mobile cabinet over a couple of
weekends. This one too had a full circuit protection, and each function could be turned on one
at a time. This tester was primitive, but it was the start of approximately 200 testers working
today. This is still in the shop today with about 20 rolls of wire hanging on it. The testers started
out for my own use but soon I had friends and costumers asking for them. I started building
portables but soon started to put them on a cart and the rest is history. I consulted Jamie Mehler
from KRJ Fabricating and together we came up with a design that is still in use today. I have the
carts contracted out but do all the electrical assembly myself to ensure top quality. All the main
wires are 10 gauge and 12 gauge wire and each connection are crimped by hand.
Over the years Halls has designed and manufactured air and electronic control panels for the oil,
industrial, farming, commercial, and transportation markets. Products such as the truck and
trailer light testers, bop savers, early engine warning systems, oil spinners, engine control panels,
dash panels for service rig cabs, drillers panels, and sand line controls. We have gutted over 20
service rigs over the years and rewired them from scratch.
I will be officially retiring this year from Red Hawk Well Servicing in Oxbow Sk. after a working
career spanning 54 years working on various jobs. In the fall of 2021 and will be able to devote
100% of my time manufacturing and marketing my products.

